
Modern Endpoint 
Management Pilot 

with Microsoft Intune

ABOUT US
CompuNet is a leading U.S. information technology partner 
specializing in strategic consulting, architecture, solution 
design, and implementation services specifically tailored to 
solve business problems. With a best-in-class engineering 
team and approach, CompuNet focuses on building lasting 
relationships that prioritize customer satisfaction over sales 
through every step of the journey.

Keep up with rapidly evolving endpoint 
security requirements while providing 

an enhanced experience for hybrid 
workers

FEATURES & BENEFITS

• Migrate to cloud-based authentication, 
configuration, and software management for 
endpoints.

• Accelerate system deployment and enhance user 
experience through zero-touch provisioning.

• Improve security by reducing reliance on legacy 
protocols and improving time to resolution on 
endpoint vulnerabilities.

info@compunet.biz

www.compunet.biz

linkedin.com/company/compunet

CONTACT US

At the beginning of the engagement, CompuNet 
Engineers provide education to address skill gaps, 
ensuring that your team members understand 
Microsoft Intune’s core capabilities and configuration 
options.

EDUCATE YOUR TEAM

The endpoint pilot will begin in a secure and fortified 
state by leveraging a combination of CompuNet and 
Microsoft’s best practices.

SECURE BY DEFAULT

Team members can utilize the green field pilot to 
acquire knowledge and adjust to new technology 
before gradually implementing Microsoft Intune 
within your environment. 

START FRESH WITH NO RISK
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LEAD  |  CONSULT  |  DESIGN  |  ADOPT  |  SUPPORT

Migrate to Cloud-
Based Authentication, 

Configuration, and 
software management 

for endpoints

Accelerate system 
deployment and 

enhance user 
experience through 

zero-touch 
provisioning

1-877-822-2841 help@compunet.biz

Microsoft Intune can help organizations keep up 
with rapidly evolving security requirements while 

providing an enhanced experience for hybrid 
workers. In this engagement, CompuNet will 

provide education on Microsoft’s modern endpoint 
strategy and help deploy a pilot focused on best 
practices from our engineering team. Armed with 

knowledge and a reference architecture, your 
team will be well on their way to tackling your 

unique endpoint challenges.
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